
Vaping 

What do you know about vaping? 

 

 

 

 

 

What are vapes? – use the Word Bank to fill in the blanks. 

A vape or __________________ is a device that allows you to inhale 

________________ in the form of_____________, rather than smoke. 

Vapes do not burn __________________ and do not produce 

___________ or_________________ – two of the most harmful 

substance in cigarette smoke.  

They were designed as a ___________________ tool for adults (18+). 

 

Complete your table to show the different effects of vaping on teenagers. 

Psychological/Behavioural Physical 
  

  

  
  

  
  

 

What are the issues with vapes? – make notes for each of the topics listed below: 

HEALTH: ___________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

CONTENTS:_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

CRIME: ____________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

  

Name: ______________________ Group: ______ 

Word Bank 

tobacco               

stop smoking    

carbon monoxide 

nicotine                   

tar                             

e-cigarette     

vapour 



Write down some ways of saying ‘No’ to a vape:   

_________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Environmental Impact:  – use the Word Bank to fill in the blanks. 

A million disposable vapes are thrown away every year in the UK - this equates 

to __________kg lithium from the batteries, enough to power ____________ 

electric cars every year. 

Although most plastics don’t ever fully ________________, they do eventually 

break down into smaller and smaller ________________.  

For anything to decompose it needs to be _____________ by micro-organisms.  Most 

micro-organisms don't like_____________, and for those that do, there is simply 

_______________________ plastic for them to eat. 

 

PLENARY / EXIT CARDS: cut out and give one per student as an exit pass – students can also 

write anonymous questions on the back for next lesson. 

 

 Why do people vape?          What are the advantages of vaping? 

 

 

 

 

 

 What are the risks of vaping?   ￼    What are the environmental impacts? 

 

 

 

 

Word Bank 

pieces          

plastic         

12,000        

too much 

decompose 

10,000     

eaten              
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